
Are you tired of traditional Oracle Data Warehouses 
that are less effective compared to modern SaaS 
platforms? Look no further than Microsoft Fabric.
 
With its flexible Lakehouse architecture, OneLake 
caters to diverse workloads, making it a top choice 
for businesses. Say goodbye to being tied down to 
a proprietary format with high costs with Oracle 
databases on-prem, in OCI, Exadata database 
service, or autonomous databases on Exadata.

Choose Microsoft Fabric and experience efficiency, 
flexibility, and cost - savings all in one.

Microsoft Fabric effectively addresses performance 
issues, scalability limitations, inefficient workload 
management, high costs, and the lack of support 
for unstructured data. 

Migrate Rapidly with WinWire’s 
MaaS Framework 
WinWire, an exclusive Microsoft Solutions Partner, 
helps organizations modernize and migrate their 
Oracle Data Warehouse workloads to Microsoft 
Fabric and Fabric Synapse Data Warehouse by 
leveraging its in-house automated migration 
solution – WinMaaS.

Oracle Data Warehouse 
to Microsoft Fabric 
Migration Services

4-week Assessment & Pilot 

Analysis of the existing 
Oracle Data Warehouse 
environment including 
workload inventory, 
dependencies, 
environment sizing, 
prioritization of data 
objects and risks.

Define the future state 
architecture on Fabric: 

• Data architecture covering 
  storage, computing, 
  network, security, & 
  governance. 

• Setting up of OneLake and 
  Microsoft Fabric data and 
  analytics services.

Execute a pilot program to 
finetune architecture 
components, frameworks, 
reusability: 

• Migrate data models, code,
  & data leveraging WinMaaS.

• Build migration and 
  modernization scale-out 
  plan and roadmap. 

Execute in prioritized waves 
for migration of Oracle Data 
Warehouse by subject 
areas: 

• Adhering to benchmark
  for performance.  

• Reconciling outputs for 
  workloads.  
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Our simplified approach for migration while mitigating risk, and without time and cost overrun:

Analyze Architect  Pilot Enterprise rollout 



Get Started with Oracle Data Warehouse migration to Microsoft 
Fabric 
WinWire delivers a 4-week advisory service on Assessment & Pilot to demonstrate proof-of-values and 
building scale-out plan in Sprints. 

Lower risk of adoption with fact 
based and automated assessment 

of the current estate.

Better control over the migration 
process with dashboard-based 

tracking

Enable proven capabilities like unstructured 
data management, Spark processing, data 

governance, & AI-ML workloads

Unlock newer capabilities with power of 
OpenAI and WinWire’s accelerators for a 

unified experience

Bring automation-based assessment, 
conversion, and validation with 

WinMaaS Toolkit

Build a comprehensive project 
plan using the assessment outputs

Migrate Oracle Database objects 
and data to Microsoft Fabric.

Metadata-driven ingestion process 
with WinWire Automated Ingestion 

and Data Quality (AIDQ) toolset

MaaS

Outcomes deliveredHow we migrate & modernize

For more information, visit us at www.winwire.com

Contact us

Customer story 
WinWire is helping employee-owned general contractors 
and construction management company in the US to 
build robust data capabilities on Microsoft Fabric Platform 
to enhance the value from their data and offer a unified 
secure user experience.

Why start Microsoft Fabric adoption with WinWire? 

Up to 30% cost saving and 25% 
faster migration through 

automation

Demonstratable lab for 
unlocking doors to OpenAI and 

machine learning  

Proven capability for enabling a unified 
experience of data preparation, data 

management, data warehousing, advanced 
data, and analytics

https://www.linkedin.com/company/winwire-technologies
https://twitter.com/winwire
https://www.facebook.com/pages/WinWire-Technologies/136909303048768?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://www.winwire.com/contact-us/

